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MOTIVATION OF THE WORK

One of the main source of problems in vehi-
cular ad-hoc networks (VANETs) is the high 
mobility of the nodes. Virtualization has 
proved to be a good solution.

► The Virtual Node Layer (VNLayer) is a cluster-based approach to 
handle communications in VANETs.
► It furnishes an abstraction of fixed geographical regions served by 
virtual nodes as a means to tackle the mobility of the real nodes.
► The virtualization mechanisms may be even very exploited an po-
lished unto maturity that allows them to work efficiently in a wide 
variety of scenarios.

► Smart Cities present a highly interesting scenario for this mechanisms 
in which there are some singularities to face like the disparate characteris-
tics of the mobility of their nodes (vehicular + pedestrian) or the confine-
ment of the communication signals between the buildings.

THESIS OBJECTIVES

► The study of the main communication protocols for MANET and 
VANET networks focusing on virtual nodes based mechanisms inten-
ded to mitigate the problems arising from the high mobility in this kind 
of networks.

► Propose new mechanisms based on virtual nodes in order to impro-
ve communications within the network.

► Experiment with different kinds of proactive, reactive and geogra-
phic routing adapting them for operation in virtual networks and eva-
luating possible improvements in communications in different scena-
rios.

► Develop a new virtual network model able to work efficiently in a 
mixed scenario (MANET + VANET) such as the Smart City.

PRELIMINARY RESULTS

► A Virtual Layer model has been implemented  on the Network Si-
mulator 3 (NS-3) in order to test and validate the effect of the various 
changes that are being introduced at this level.

► A purely geographic and virtual network based routing protocol has 
been developed and implemented on NS-3 in order to test the first sce-
narios of simulation.

► A reliable simulation environment has been created on NS-3 inclu-
ding the new modules mentioned above together with other modules 
like the “WAVE module” which includes the 802.11p protocol in order 
to cover the MAC and PHY layers of the vehicular nodes, and the 
“Buildings module” in order to simulate the existence of obstacles. 
The combination of all these elements consolidate a reliable simula-
tion environment on which further progress in the investigation.
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RESEARCH PLAN

NEXT YEAR PLANNING
Leaning on the experimentation environment created, the next year 
planning will be focushed on the generation and testing of new improve-
ments and mechanisms in different layers of the protocol stack:


